Previous State
Endless rows of shelves containing slides (wooden boxes on left) and blocks ("pizza boxes" on right) as you open the door to this space. More conventional slide drawers hidden on the left.
1S: **Sort & Scrap** (eliminate what isn’t needed)

Wow! Where did all this space come from? Oh yeh, from elimination of all those untapped assets! If you’re looking for slides and blocks older than 1950 you are now officially out of luck.
**Current State**

2S: **Set in Order** (organize what belongs)

Amazing! Who knew there was so much space in here! You can see the slide drawers (now systematically organized by year) and all of those tagged and catalogued block bundles are headed to Corrigan where they can be retrieved at a moments notice.

**Future State**

3S: **Shine** (clean up; see & solve problems)

4S: **Standardize** (decide who does what & how)

5S: **Sustain** (keep things in order)